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New BurgerFi Franchisees Expand Better
Burger Chain in Florida and Georgia
Nine Locations Planned to Meet Growing Demand for Concept

NORTH PALM BEACH, Fla., Jan. 21, 2019 /PRNewswire/ -- BurgerFi, one of the nation's
fastest growing better burger chains, announced that the brand is expanding in Florida with
new locations planned for Clearwater-St. Petersburg and Stuart and the Atlanta-metro area.
Currently, with over 100 restaurants, BurgerFi is continuing to expand with another 25–30
restaurants planned in 2019.

BurgerFi is one of only two national brands that recently earned an "A" in the fourth
annual Chain Reaction scorecard released by six major consumer and environmental
organizations for their dedication to serving beef raised without antibiotics.

"We are thrilled that BurgerFi restaurants will be in these key regions as we continue our
national expansion," said Charles Guzzetta, Franchise Development Manager of BurgerFi.
"They join our mission to serve the top 1% of best-tasting certified, American Black Angus
beef and improve guest experience across all platforms: in-store, delivery and online."

Restaurant industry veteran Nick Quarantillo will be opening three locations in Clearwater-
St. Petersburg, Florida, reflecting the Tampa metro area's continued economic development.
The timing and growth potential for BurgerFi was a key driver for his entry into this category.
As a South Florida restaurateur where BurgerFi has a large presence, Quarantillo has long
recognized the brand's commitment to the environment, corporate citizenship and their drive
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to be better than other burger franchises.  

"Americans are looking for a fresh, better burger that has the same quality every time they
come in," said Quarantillo. "Families especially are looking for an elevated dining room
experience— from the friendliness of the team to sustainability efforts."

Longtime friends and BurgerFi aficionados Greg Gatto and Scott Hodes of The Burger
Bunch LLC are opening the first BurgerFi in Martin County, Florida. Gatto and Hodes have
known each other nearly a decade and chose Stuart because the coastal community has a
mix of residential and high traffic areas.

"We've spoken to residents who are known to drive nearly 45 minutes to go to the nearest
BurgerFi," said Hodes. "We believe that many families share the diverse eating habits that
our own have, and we love the BurgerFi concept because it's a place vegans, vegetarians
and meat-lovers can all enjoy."

Dhruv Patel and his three partners in SAINI, LLC bring over a decade of experience in the
operation of multiple gas stations, convenience stores, hotels and quick serve restaurants.
The group explored many opportunities with the goal of diversifying their business, and
discovered BurgerFi. They chose Atlanta because it is both a major city and a new hot spot
for millennials who appreciate better burgers.

"I came upon BurgerFi next door to a business meeting I had in Tallahassee, and told my
partners how much I loved the food," says Patel. "We started speaking to the BurgerFi team
who showed us operations in other locations, and my partners also fell in love with the
product – as has my entire family."

BurgerFi's adoption of the important technology side of the quick serve industry is also
attracting new franchisees. Putting the "fast" in fast casual, BurgerFi continues to implement
new technologies designed to offer an optimal customer experience such as the facial
recognition kiosks, with increased convenience, personalization and platform integration.

For more information about becoming a BurgerFi franchise owner, please call 561-598-6495.

ABOUT BURGERFI
Established in 2011, BurgerFi is among the nation's fastest-growing better burger concepts
with over 100 restaurants. The concept was founded by gourmet chefs committed to serving
fresh food of transparent quality. BurgerFi uses only 100% natural Angus beef patties with
no steroids, antibiotics, growth hormones, chemicals or additives ever used. BurgerFi was
included in Inc. magazine's Fastest Growing Private Companies List, #20 on Fast Casual's
2018 Top 100 Movers & Shakers list, and ranked on Entrepreneur's 2017 Franchise 500.

The company was also ranked as one of the top 10 fastest and smartest-growing brands in
franchising and a leader in the better burger category by Franchise Times in their Fast and
Serious list for 2017.

BurgerFi was named one of the top two brands in the burger industry to serve beef raised
without the routine use of antibiotics. They earned an "A" on the fourth annual Chain
Reaction scorecard released by six major consumer and environmental organizations.

To learn more about BurgerFi or to find a full list of locations, please visit www.burgerfi.com,
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'Like' BurgerFi on Facebook, or follow @BurgerFi on Instagram and Twitter. For more
information about becoming a BurgerFi franchise owner, please call 561-598-6495.

Contact: Jackie Guzman, jguzman@tilsonpr.com
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